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Echalk@cleo.murdoch.edu.au
This list supports teachers who have accounts at Murdoch
University on Cleo andwelcome subscriptions from anyWestem
Australian teachert schools and related organisations who have
accounts on other hosts. Echalk is concemed broadly with
professional development and curriculum issues in schools,
including but not limited to use of the Internet and other
technological innovations in education. It has lively discussions
of curriculum issueg national initiatives and state wide concerns.

To join Echalk, send a message to
majordomo@cleo.murdoch.edu.au

with a one line message
subscribe Echalk

To mail to this community address mail to
Echalk@cleo.murdoch.edu.au
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QS ITE-Communig@cc.uq.edu.au
This list collects Queensland teachers who are gaining Intemet
access across the state and draws them into the professional
development and training activities of the Queensland Society.
The list advertises local events, provides online technical and

curriculum support and provides information about
educational Internet sites and communities. It is an integral
part of a range of Internet activities in Queensland.

To join QSITE-Community, send a message to
majordomo@cc.uq.edu.au

with a one line message
subscribe QSlTE-Community

To mail to this community address mail to
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TAS-lT@asgard.clare.tased.ed u.au

This list is to encourage and facilitate general discussion about
computers in Tasmanian schools.

To join the TAS-IT list, send a message to
Listserv@asgard.clare.taased.edu.au

Send the one-liine message iin your text:
subscribe tas-it

To mail to this community address mail to
TAS-IT@asgard.clare.tased.edu.au a

lntennet sites I visit often
FRANK JAMES
Sacred Heart College Senior School,
Somerton Park, South Auskalia 5044

email fi ames@nexus.edu.au
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ELECTRONIC SITES

The'site' I use most is where I log on to get my email, and I visit it every day from
home. 'A friend in need is a friend in deed', and a good site is one that gets me
something I need for a lessom that I'm preparing. Modern software enables me to
'browse' the best sites to select information items for myself and others, for teaching
and personal and professional development. The same software emails what I got
back to my email address.

I subscribed to Edupage by sending an electronic mail'subscribe EDUPAGE' to
listproc@educom.edu so a summary of news items on information technology also
arrives as email in my electronic mailbox three times each week. Today, a Wall Street

Joumal item is about measuring'audiences' on the web. Edupage gets me'balance',
and I find email easy to 'cut and paste' for use at school. Doesn't all this make my
electronic mail box a sort of 'virtual internet site'?
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K1 2A DMrN@LTSTSERV.SYR.ED U

This is the email address of the discussion list called k12admin, but it needed my
'SUBSCRIBE Kl2ADMIN Frank JAMES' emailed to LISTSERV@LISTSERV.SYR.EDU
to enable me to subscribe and listen in. Kl2admin emails to me abundant information
"posts' about issues ranging from tardiness to timetabling, and occasionally I also
'post'something to kl2adminls email address above. All posts get emailed to the'list'
of 'Educators Interested in Educational Administration', so if the thread is 'tardies'
policies, and I personally want to hear about policies to manage tardiness of post-
compulsory school students, I'll also hear what works in a kindergarten, and I value
being told what happens at any level, if you ignore student tardiness, here or on the
other side of the World.

I have to remind myself that in the USA they say'faculty'where I say'staff' and
'schedule' where I would say'timetable', and some words like'dollar' mean at least
currency conversion factors and quite possibly different accounting procedures.
'Communication' is a major challege and the word itself can have a special meaning!
In this article, I'm using the words of oracy, of talking and listening to remind myself
that discussion list 'conversations' only look a lot like reading and writing. I can
research a 'favourite site' in a'post' to the kl2admin list!
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Internet sites I visit
often
(corrthued)

http://ericir.syr.edu

This is the LrRL of the website of the AskERIC service to educators which provides
one-stop browsing on the information highway for teaching and learning in the school
curriculum. I'm challenged getting past the 'must haves' that I see there! This site
hosts the kl2admin archives, and you can also browse Frequently Asked Questions,
as well as Infoguides for many areas of the curriculum, and lesson plans for many
levels of schooling. Other items here on AskERIC's website include'Telephone Lines
in Classrooms? YESI' posted to kl2admin by Larry Lucas of the Texas Center for
Educational Technology. There's also a lot to support coping with the downside (like

iT:']'::"1:"::':'iT:..":i::':"::::':'.":'1".":i':':':':".":1'::'l'.
askeric@ericir.syr.edu
This is the email address of the AskERIC service to educators, and when browsing the
AskERIC website and FAQ file doesn't get you an item, don't give up! When I decided
that what I really wanted was Coleridge's poem,'he Rime of the Ancient Marineq, an
email to AskERIC put me in touch with Project Gutenberg who got a'vanilla ascii'
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http://www.ota.gov
This is the website of the Office of Technology Assessment, a nonpartisan analytical
agency that serves the U.S. Congress. Electronic publications on their website tell you
what the lawmakers learn about Technology. The OTA report'Teachers and Technology:
Making the Connection' is of special interest. The chapter 'Technology Access and
Instructional Use in Schools Today', reports'best practice', and there's also 'Helping
Teachers Leam About and Use Technology Resources'. Browser software (lTkelynx or
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gopher://gopher. neirl.org
This URL tells of the gopher server of the Northeast and Islands Research Laboratories
and on the NEIRL website, one finds 'The Switched-On Classroom' a guide for software
company executives wanting to help schools with technology plans. It was originally
created for schools in Massachusetts, and the appendices in the file Appendix.txt are

especially helpful. There's a technology primeq, and a glossary that'll help you get the
words right, and some ideas about the ethical issues that soon confront anyone using
modern computers. There's even information about health issues and copyright. It's
readable and businesslike.

To get that in the file Appendix.txt, point a gopher at gopher.neirl.org

and key through menuchoices

Information for Educators

Technology

Technology Plans and Planning Guides

The Switched-On Classroom

and get Appendix.txt

I sought copyright permission by electronic mail and Karen Smith, Director of
Educational Technology Initiatives of the Massachusetts Software Council replied,
'We are glad that this document has proved helpful to you and your schools! ... We are
pleased to have provided such a helpful tool.' Copyright gives an educator's value
judgements financial 'clout'. Telecommunications enables me to get informed AND
to get permission to reprint from the copyright owner, all in a day or so!

Here in Auslralia, I often visit sites like Charles Sturt University, seeking their
'Guide to Aushalia' where I can access websites across Australia. While writing this
article, of course, I am making frequent 'visits' to the Joumal ftp site at Queensland
University of Technology. <)
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